SENeca pd. animal control

DATE: ___________ TIME: ___________ INC#: ______________

OWNER NAME: __________________ ADDRESS: ______________

PHONE#: _______________ LOST FROM: ______________________

DESCRIPTION:
COLLAR COLOR____________ TAGS____________ BREED________

COLOR/ MARKINGS____________ NAME____________ SEX: M F

OTHER INFO_____________________________________________

ANIMAL SCANNED Y N CHIP#: _____________________________
FOUND:
PERSON REPORTING____________________ PHONE: __________

LOCATION FOUND: ______________________________________

RELEASED TO: ____________________________________ DATE: ___________

BITE HOLD Y N RELEASE DATE_________________________

PROOF OF RABIES Y N

CITATION#_______ OFFENCE_________ VERBAL WRITTEN

ANY ANIMAL BROUGHT TO STATION THERE WILL BE A $15 FEE PER DAY. IF NO TAGS, OWNER MUST BRING PROOF OF RABIES SHOT OR OWNER WILL BE CITED. NO ANIMALS RELEASED UNTIL FEE IS PAID.

AVID # 1-800-336-2843